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ABSTRACT
Fructooligosaccharides (FOS) are low calorie sweeteners with prebiotic property which
is widely used as functional food material.FOS can be produced by using phytoenzymes
from Ananas comosus waste. Pineapple (Ananas comosus) fruits are available at most of
Asean country. In this work, One Factor at A Time (OFAT) by Response Surface Method
(RSM) using Design Expert version 7.0 have been applied to optimize the FOS
concentrations by enzymatic reaction of sucrose with phytoenzymes from Ananas
comosus waste. The studied variables were: temperature (30-90˚C), pH (3-9), time of
reaction (10-120 minutes), sucrose concentrations (20%-80%w/v) and phytoenzymes
concentrations (10%-100% w/v) of reaction correspondingly. As a result, an optimum
condition FOS production was obtained are, time of reaction (100 minutes), temperature
(60˚C), pH (5.5), sucrose concentration (60%w/v), and phytoenzymes concentration
(30% w/v), respectively and producing 150.456 (g/ml).This investigation can be further
extended to explore the prebiotic potential of synthesized FOS.
Keyword: Fructooligosaccharides, Ananas comosus, phytoenzymes, waste, One Factor at A Time, Design Expert.

1.0
INTRODUCTION
Recent developments in food industy have heightened the need healthier and low calorie
foods. Subsequently, food industry has created different substitution for sweeteners and
one of them is the frustooligosaccharides (FOS). These compounds brings numerous
health advantages. Moreover, there have been several studies in the literature established
that FOS can stimulate enormous benefits properties to the human health. For that
purpose, it brings commercially interesting for many applications especially in
pharmaceutical and food industries. Previously, there is a large volume of published
studies reporting FOS as a valuable source of prebiotic compounds. This is because they
can activate the bifidobacteria growth in the human colon, have low caloric values and
non-cariogenic properties, help gut absorption of calcium and magnesium, lowering
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plasma levels of phospholipids, triglycerides and cholesterol, and also preferable for
formulation of diabetic products (Roberfroid M. 2005; Frank A. 2002; Gibson G et al
2008).
The term of fructooligosaccharides (FOS) refers to oligosaccharides of chain of fructose
which contains a single glucose molecule (L‟Hocine et al., 2000). Many studies have
identified that FOS usually found in a number of some plants and vegetables. For
instance, in banana, onion, asparagus roots, artichokes, shallot and wheat (Dohnalek et
al., 1998; Flamm et al., 2001). It is be made up of sucrose molecules to which 1,2 or 3
additional fructose units are added by a β-(2-1)-glycosidic linkage to the fructose unit of
sucrose, including 1-kestose (GF2), nystose (GF3) and 1F-fructosylnystose (GF4) (Jung et
al.,1989). According to Frank (2002) and Ghazi et al (2007), they claimed that FOS can
be formed from sucrose transformation by action of fructosyltransferase (FTase) or βfructofuranosidase enzymes which is originated from bacterial and fungal sources.
Over the past years, in 1995, the global market for FOS from was estimated to be 20,000
tons (Menrad 2003; Siro et al. 2008). Previously, FOS is produced by fermentation of
microorganisms such as Aspergillus niger. However, using microbes are very hard to deal
with especially in terms of stability since the macrobes are very sensitive towards
environment. It is discovered that, the microbial treatment seems to be a decent option
for expanding the level of FOS in a mixture through the removal of mono- and
dissacharides, so this process being acceptable to be used during the enzymatic synthesis
of FOS. Nonetheless, the utilization of microbial treatments involves a further step of
purification for the removal of biomass and metabolic products formed during the
fermentation in order to obtain a quality FOS product with few contaminants, and thus
expanding the production cost (Sanz et al. 2005; Nobre et al. 2013).Several agricultural
by products like cereal bran, corn products, sugarcane bagasse, and by-products of coffee
and tea processing industries have been reported in many literature were used as
substrates to produce Ftase by A. Oryzae CFR 202.Hence, a natural source such as
phytoenzymes from Ananas comosus waste can be used for FOS production since there
has been numerous works on the utilization of pineapple waste. It have been used as
substrate for bromelain, organic acids, ethanol, and others since these are potential source
of sugars, vitamins and growth factors (Larrauri et al., 1997; Nigam, 1999a,b; Dacera et
al., 2009). Pineapple on the other hand, is rich in cellulose, hemicellulose and other
carbohydrates contents and it was found to be a potential substrate for methane
generation by anaerobic digestion and a source of dietary fibre (Tran & Mitchel, 1995;
Rani & Nand, 2004; Aida et al., 2011; Ketnawa et al., 2011)
Normally, pure sucrose is expensive and the cost to produce FTase by using sucrose is
high too. There are some by-product like cereal bran, corn-products, sugarcane molasses
and by-products of coffee and tea processing industries were used as a substrate to
produce FTase from microorganism (Sangeetha et al., 2003). Thus, this by-product can
lower the cost of production of FTase. In Malaysia, the FTase enzyme used to be imported
from another country such as Japan, India and United States (Sangeetha et al., 2005).
Usually, the cost for production of FOS from commercialized enzyme is high, so by using
phytoenzymes from pineapple waste to produce FOS, we can reduce the cost. The
significance in this study is the raw material or phytoenzymes used which is a by-product
and considered as waste from pineapple.
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Recent research has given attention on optimization of process for improving FOS
production. Response surface methodology (RSM) by Design of Expert is a collection of
statistical methods for designing experiments, building models, evaluating the effects of
various factors and searching for the optimum conditions. According to the findings from
most of the researchers, RSM has been effectively used in the optimization of media
components in various bioprocesses such as protease (Adinarayana and Ellaiah, 2002),
xylanase (park et al., 2002), mycophenolic acid (Sadhukhan et al., 1999) and lactic acid
production (Hujanen et al., 2001).
The present study trend is the use of waste material for production of byproducts which
will increases high economic returns in many industries.Previously, optimization process
in analytical chemistry has been carried out by checking the effect of one variable at a
time on an experimental response. While only one parameter study was changed, the other
parameters were maintained at a fixed value. This optimization technique is called one
factor at a time (OFAT). As studied by Montgometry (1991), OFAT method is the most
generally used for optimization process. This strategy comprises of choosing a beginning
stage or benchmark level. It can be decided that OFAT is a comparatively simple and
straight forward experimental plan, which does not require advance statistical knowledge
(Rafiqul and Mimi Sakinah, 2012).
Thus, the study aims to produce FOS from phytoenzymes of pineapple waste via
enzymatic reaction with sucrose has been carried out which has good potential for
prebiotics uses. One Factor at One Time (OFAT) technique imbedded in Design Expert
version 7 had been implemented in this study to screen several factors such as reaction
time( 10-120 minutes), pH (3-9), temperature (30-90˚C), phytoenzymes concentrations
(10-100% w/v), sucrose concentrations (20-80%w/v) had been used for FOS production.
The best of our knowledge, there is no reported studies on production of FOS from
phytoenzymes of pineapple waste by OFAT technique.
2.0
MATERIALS AND METHOD
The pineapple was collected from Lembaga Perindustrian Nenas Malaysia
(LPNM). 1 batch of the sample had the equivalent size about 20 kilograms were collected
per time. The fruits which were free from visual damages and diseases were used in the
experiments. Authentic pure standards (FOS, sucrose, glucose, nystose,kestose) were
purchased from Chemolab Supplies, Malaysia). Other chemicals were of analytical grade
(sodium acetate, acetic acid, Dinitrosalicyclic acid, sodium sulphite, sodium hydroxide)
purchased from commercial sources in Malaysia (Sigma).
Preparation of phytoenzyme
The fruits were washed, air dried and then manually peeled. The pineapple meat was cut
into small pieces before being blended with distilled water. The resulting from blend was
filtered through a filter cloth and then stored at 4˚ C. (Ketnawa 2012).
Enzyme assay
The reaction mixture for the assay activity consisted of 1ml of 60 %(w/v) sucrose and
1ml of phytoenzymes in 0.1M sodium acetate buffer were mixed and let be react for
certain 1hour. After that, 1ml of Dinitrosalicylic acid (DNS) reagent was added into the
mixture. The mixture was heated at 90˚C for 5-15 minutes to develop the red-brown
colour. Then, one ml of a 40% potassium sodium tartrate (Rochelle salt) solution was
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added to stabilize the colour. The absorbance was recorded with a spectrophotometer at
550nm after cooling to room temperature in a cold water bath (Sumner et al, 1935). One
enzyme unit is defined as the amount of enzyme activity required to produce one µmol
of glucose per minute under the conditions described.
HPLC analysis
The Fructooligosaccharides were analyzed by using high performance liquid
chromatography (HPLC). ColumnShodexAsahipak NH2 00P-50 4E, 250 mm X4.6 mm
X5.0 μ with the flow rate that used is 1.0ml / min, RI detector,injector volume10μL. RI
optical unit temperature is 35 ˚C. Analysis was done by column temperature with 30 ˚C
and run time 30 mins. The mobile phase reagent is acetonitrile and water To 700 ml
filtered acetonitrile, add 300 ml of filtered water, mix and degas. Standard was prepared
by dissolving 10mg each of fructose, glucose, and sucrose, kestose, nystose, and GF4
were weighed accurately in 10 ml water. The samples were prepared by dissolving 1.0 g
of the sample in 50 ml water. The column was initially washed with water. Later, the
column was treated with acetonitrile at a ratio of (80:20) by using flow rate of 1ml /min
for 30 minutes. After that, the mobile phase was run for 30 minutes. The blank (water)
was injected following the standard preparation (six injections) and sample preparation
(two injections). The peak responses were recorded for fructose, glucose, sucrose.
Experimental design
The OFAT technique was used to screen the reaction condition from enzymatic reaction
of phytoenzymes from pineapple waste (meat parts) with sucrose that lead to the highest
production of FOS. According to Mussatto et al. 2010 and Sangeetha et al 2004, the
factors that are affecting FOS by fermentation were mentioned, such as temperature, pH,
and substrate concentration .The variables were time of reaction (10-120 minutes),
enzyme concentration (10%w/v-100%w/v), sucrose concentration (20% w/v-80%w/v),
pH(3-9), and temperature (30˚C-90˚C). Initial pH, substrate concentration,phytoenzyme
concentration, time, and temperature are fundamental factors that affecting FOS
production. All these important factors were optimized and parameters were selected to
find their optimum values for FOS production using RSM.
Standard of FOS production
The standard reaction mixture contained 1 ml of phytoenzymes and 1 ml of 60% (w/v)
of sucrose in 1ml of sodium acetate buffer pH 5.5. The reaction was incubated at 55˚C
for 100 minutes.
Effect of reaction time
For the time course study, experimental conditions were in the same as the
standard of FOS production except that the reaction mixture was incubated at 55˚ C for
various periods of time where the times ranged from 10 minutes to 120 minutes.
Effect of sucrose concentration
In the substrate concentration study, experimental conditions were the same as the
standard of FOS production except that different substrate concentration was used where
the sucrose concentration range from 20% (w/v) to 80% (w/v).
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Effect of phytoenzymes concentration
In the enzyme concentration study, experimental conditions were the same as the
standard of FOS production except that different phytoenzymes of A.comosus waste
concentrations were used ranged from 10 % (w/v) to 100 % (w/v).
Effect of temperature
In the temperature study, experimental conditions were the same as standard of
FOS production except that the reaction mixture was incubated at different temperature
where the temperature ranged from 30˚C to 90˚C.
Effect of pH
In the pH study, experimental conditions were the same as the method as the
standard of FOS production except that the pH ranges of pH 3.0 to pH 6.5 was used. The
buffers 0.2M that were used: acetate (pH 3.0 to 5.5) and phosphate (pH 6.0 to pH 9.0).
In our experiment, to obtain the maximum production of FOS, the best combination of
pH, temperature, sucrose concentration, phytoenzymes concentration, and time of
reaction were determined by using RSM. The central points for this design were selected
based on results obtained from the experimental results. Table 1 shows the parameter and
the optimum condition that were used in the experiments.
3.0
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The effect of residence time on the FOS production
The residence time in enzymatic reaction between phytoenzymes of pineapple waste at
55˚ C in 1 ml of 1M sodium acetate buffer (pH5.5) was used. From the Figure 1 (a),the
fructooligosaccharides increased rapidly from 25 minutes to 100 minutes and reaches its
maximum value at 100 minutes which was 85 g/ml. The production of FOS is low from
0 to 25 minutes because at this time the enzyme and substrate still bind to each other. A
considerable amount of FOS concentration was released after 25 minutes of reaction time.
This behaviour indicates that the enzymatic reaction between sucrose and phytoenzymes
from pineapple starting to occur. Enzymatic reaction of transfructosylation process
involves the basic idea of key and lock reaction between the enzyme and substrate. Longer
period of time required to form more FOS from the substrate and this phenomenon clearly
shown after it reaches the maximum production of FOS at100 minutes. However, after
reaching its maximum point of production, the production of FOS will decrease. This is
because due to saturation between enzyme and substrate. Different organisms have
different reaction time for optimum production of FOS. As being studied by A.B. Dhake
et al 2005, P. purpurogenum was grown for the period of 10 days. The organisms like A.
pullulans, M. michei, A. oryzae and A. flavus showed maximum extracellular and
intracellular sucrose hydrolytic enzyme production on day 2, 4, 5 and 5 respectively.
Meanwhile, study by Sangeeta et al 2003 found that there are organisms which produced
maximum intracellular and extracellular enzyme on the same day.M. michei and A.
pullulans showed maximum extracellular and intracellular fructosyltransferase
production on day 4 and day 2 respectively.
At the model level, the correlation measures used to estimate the regression equation are
the multiple correlation coefficient R and determination coefficient R2. The closer the
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value of R2 is to 1, the better the correlation between the measured and the predicted
values. In this experiment, the value of the determination coefficient, R2= 0.998, being
measured of fit for the model. The observed optimum reaction at 100 minutes was further
optimized by Fractional Factorial Design (FFD) and Response Surface Methodology
(RSM).
The effect of sucrose concentration on FOS production
Transfructosylation reaction of fructooligosaccharides formation is mainly dependent on
substrate concentration. Effect of various sucrose concentrations on
fructooligosaccharides production was studied by analyzing the various saccharide
compositions in the reaction mixture. The amount of fructooligosaccharides produced in
the reaction mixture was proportional to the initial concentration of sucrose. Based on
Figure 1 (b), as the sucrose concentration was increased, the amount of
fructooligosaccharides in the reaction mixture was increasing too. The yield of
fructooligosaccharides is the highest at 60% (w/v) of sucrose concentration which is 46
g/mL. However, the production of fructooligosaccharides depleted when the sucrose
concentration more than 60% (w/v) is used.When 20% (w/v) and 40% (w/v) sucrose was
used, moderate amount of fructooligosaccharides formation were seen. Sucrose was
rapidly converted into glucose and low concentration of fructooligosaccharides formation
was observed 14.88% g/mL and 39% g/mL respectively. This is due to low sucrose
concentration favoured the reaction to proceed faster thus producing more nystose
(Sangeeta et al,2004). Increasing in length of fructose chains decreases sweetening power
of fructooligosaccharides. High sucrose concentrations above 60% (w/v) may causes
saturation of enzyme and decreases fructooligosaccharides formation (Fernandez et al,
2004). Fructooligosaccharides by-products like glucose was seen highest in case of 50%
(w/v) and 60% (w/v) sucrose as substrate because due to transfructosylating reaction
glucose remains accumulated while fructose transfers to another sucrose molecules and
large oligomers like kestose (GF2), nystose (GF3) and 1-β fructofuranosyl nystose (GF4)
are formed. Increasing substrate concentration will increases the rate of reaction too. This
is because more substrate molecules will be colliding with enzyme molecules, so more
products will be formed. However, after a certain concentration, any increase does not
bring any effects on the rate of reaction, since substrate concentration will no longer be
the limiting factor. The enzymes will effectively become saturated and will be working
at their maximum possible rate.
Based on the result,the values of "Prob > F" less than 0.0500 indicate model terms are
significant. In this experiment, the value of the determination coefficient, R2= 0.9979
which is near to 1, being a measure of fit for the model, thus, this 60%(w/v) of the sucrose
concentration was further utilized for optimum production of FOS in FFD and CCD
statistical analysis.

The effect of pH on FOS production
pH range from 3 until 9 were used in this experiment. For pH 3 to 5.5, sodium acetate
buffer solution was used, while for pH 6 until 9, phosphate buffer solutions was used. As
shown in Figure 1 (c), the production of fructooligosaccharides from enzymatic reaction
from phytoenzymes of Ananas comosus with sucrose is optimal at pH range of 5.0 to 6.0.
Similarly, fructosyltransferases from fungi are most active in the pH range of 5.0 to 6.0
(Hidaka, H et al 1988; Hang ,Y.D et al 1995; Yun, J.W et al 1993. According to Mairano
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et al 2008, and Antosova M et al, 2001, FTase has the optimal pH is between 4.5 and
6.5.The research studied by Ueda,S. et al (1982) also showed that the optimum initial pH
for fructosyltransferase production by P. purpurogenum was found to be 5.5. Studies by
C.Uma et al 2010 also showed that the peak of enzyme production was observed at pH 5
for all selected substrates which are using fruit peel waste (orange, pineapple and
pomegranate).The influence of pH of the cultivation medium may be related directly with
the stability of enzyme. At pH 7, the concentration of FOS starts to drop. The graph shows
decline in enzyme activity on increasing the pH, especially after pH 6. This shows that
enzyme is not stable towards alkaline conditions so the sucrose inversion efficiency is
also affected in direct way (Balasundaram, B et al, 2001).The transfructosylating yield at
this optimum pH resulted 66.05% (w/v) of fructooligosaccharides formation at 24 h of
enzyme substrate reaction which were significantly (P<0.05) more than other pH values.
Different enzymes have different their own optimum pH values. At the Optimum pH, the
rate of reaction is at an optimum condition too. Any changes in pH above or below the
optimum will bring a changes, which is might decrease in the rate of reaction, since
more of the enzyme molecules will have active site whose shape are not complementary
to the shape of their substrate.
From the ANOVA analysis, the prob> F value is greater than 0.0500, indicates that the
model is not significant. The value of the determination coefficient, R2= 0.5893 is not fit
for the model. The lack of fit value of 0.24 implies the lack of fit is not significant relative
to the pure error. There is 80.40% chance that a lack of fit F-value this large could occur
due to noise. From the study, the yield of FOS was not significantly affected by the
changes of pH. This is due to the only slight fluctuation which was observed from the pH
data. Therefore, pH was not continued for optimized process.
The effect of temperature on FOS production
The optimal temperature for fructooligosaccahrides production was 60˚ C after 100
minutes of reaction. The enzyme activity was not significant at high temperature because
of high temperature denaturation of active site. (Russo, P., et al, 1996). Besides that, as
temperature increase, more molecules have enough kinetic energy to undergo the
reaction. If the temperature is raised above the ideal point, the kinetic energy of the
enzyme and the water molecule is so great that the structure of the enzyme molecules
start to be distrupted (Switzer and Garrity,1999). Referring to Figure 1 (d), the increasing
in temperature will increases transformation rate of reaction but sharply decline after
reaching its maximal value. The transfructosylating activity reached maximum at 55˚C
which is significantly (p<0.05) better yield of fructooligosaccharides formation as
compared to other temperatures. As the reaction temperature increased minimum time is
required to reach the maximum production of FOS. Our results are supported by which
observed 55˚C at optimal temperature for fructooligosaccharides production in
Penicillium rugulosum but differ from results which observed 60-65˚C thermal stability
of crude FTase in Aspergillus niger and Aureobasidium pullulans respectively. Besides
that, research by N.A. Mohd Zain et al, 2010 also found that the ideal temperature for
immobilized enzyme using hydrolysis of liquid pineapple waste is 50˚C which is more
similar to free invertase at optimum temperature. It has been observed that many
fructooligosaccharides producing enzymes have optimal temperature in the range of 50˚C
to 55˚C. However in some cases the optimum temperature of FTase remarked up to 65˚C.
It may be due to high sucrose concentration in reaction mixture prevents fast inactivation
of enzyme due to stabilizing effect of high saccharide on FTase activity.
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From the ANOVA analysis, the model F-value of 48.38 implies the model is significant.
There is only a 0.53% chance that a “Model F-Value “his large could due to noise. Besides
that, prob>F value is lower than 0.0500 which is indicates that the temperature is
significant in this experiments. The lack of fit F-value of 1.00 implies that the lack of fit
is not significant relative to the pure error. There is 42.28% chance that a lack of fit Fvalue this large could occur due to noise. Meanwhile, the value of the determination
coefficient, R2=0.9784 being a measure of fit for the model. Thus, the temperature was at
55˚ C and was further utilized for optimum production of FOS in FFD and CCD statistical
design.
The effect of phytoenzymes concentration from Ananas comosus on FOS production
The fructooligosaccharides were not produced when there is no phytoenzymes in the
reaction. As the phytoenzyme concentration was increased, the amount of
fructooligosaccharides produced in the reaction is increased too. The amount of
fructooligosaccharides is proportional to the phytoenzymes concentration. From the
graph shown, the highest production of FOS is detected when the phytoenzymes with
10% (w/v) concentration was used. The optimum production of FOS is when 30% (w/v)
concentration of phytoenzymes was used. After that, the production of FOS starts to
depleted when the higher amount of phytoenzyme concentration is increased. This is
because the binding of substrate-enzyme has reached the maximum reaction. By
increasing the enzyme concentration, the rate of reaction will be increasing too. This is
because as more enzymes will be colliding with substrate molecules. Reseach by Deepa
C. et al, 2014 also showed that at higher concentrations of enzyme (more than 6 U/mL),
the maximum FOS yield was reached in relatively shorten the reaction time. However,
increasing enzyme concentration led to an increase in the FOS yield initially and
thereafter reached a plateau beyond enzyme concentration of 2 U/mL. In batch studies
enzymes are not consumed during reaction and hence the number of active sites is fixed
throughout a particular run. At lower enzyme concentrations, the same active sites get
freed and successively reutilized in a cycle thereby increasing the reaction time to reach
maximum FOS yield.
The model F-value of 71.35 implies the model is significant. There is only a 0.27% chance
that a “Model F-value” this large could occur due to noise. Besides that, the prob> F value
is less than 0.0500 which is 0.0027 and indicates that the model terms are significant. The
lack of fit value of 5.33 implies the lack of fit is not significant relative to the pure error.
There is a 14.72% chance that a lack of Fit F-value this large could occur due to noise.
Meanwhile, the value of the determination coefficient, R2= 0.9862 being measure of fit
for the model.Thus, the amount of phytoenzymes concentrations 30% (w/v) was further
for the optimization process.
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Figure 1: Graph plot for OFAT results showing the reaction time, sucrose concentration
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, phytoenzyme concentration, pH, and temperature on FOS production by enzymatic rea
ction using phteoenzymes of A. comosus waste.
Table 1: Parameters involved in the experiments with suitable range and optimum
conditions
Parameters

Unit

-1

+1

Time of reaction
pH
Temperature
Sucrose
concentration
Phytoenzymes
concentration

Minutes
pH
˚C
% (w/v)

10
3
30
20

120
9
90
80

Optimum
condition
100
5.5
60
60

% (w/v)

10

100

30

Table 2: Analysis of variance (ANOVA)for the selected model
Response 1
FOS concentration
Square root
Constant:
0
Transform:
ANOVA for Response Surface Cubic Model
Analysis of variance table [Partial sum of squares- Type lll]
Sum
of df
Mean
F Value
Source
squares
Square
28.48
3
9.49
472.50
Model
0.55
1
0.55
27.28
A-Sucrose
concentration
22.28
1
22.28
1108.94
A2
1.71
1
1.71
85.28
A3
0.060
3
0.020
Residual
0.030
1
0.030
2.04
Lack of Fit
Pure Error
Cor Total

0.030
28.54

2
6

p-value
Prob>F
0.0002
0.0137

significant

<0.0001
0.0027
0.2891

Not
significant

0.015

Analysis of the experimental data was systematically conducted as an initial screening
process by examining the effects and interactions of all factors involved.A stastical testing
using Fisher’s statistical test for ANOVA was employed for the determination of
significant variables where the degree of significance was ranked based on the value of
F-ratio. As matter of fact the larger the magnitude of the F-value and correspondingly
the smaller the “Prob> F” Value, the more significant are the correspomding model and
the individual coefficient.
The observed optimum reaction time, substrate concentration, phytoenzyme
concentration, Ph and temperature, found that OFAT method were 100 minutes, 60%
(w/v), 30 % (w/v), 5.5 and 60˚C correspondingly. These conditions yielded a maximum
range of Fos. The OFAT study demonstated that the production of FOS by enzymatic
reaction of phytoenzymes of A.comosus waste were influenced by reaction time,
substrate concentration, phtyoenzyme concentration, pH and temperature, which are
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similar to previous research report (Musatto et al., 2009).
4.0
CONCLUSIONS
The main goal of this work was to explore the capability of phytoenzymes from pineapple
waste to produce FOS by enzymatic reaction with sucrose as substrate. The OFAT
technique in experimental design helped to find the significant process parameters. The
best results were achieved at pH= 5.5, temperature at 60˚C, time of reaction at 100
minutes, sucrose concentration at 60% (w/v), phytoenzymes concentration at 30%
(w/v).The total FOS production yield obtained in the optimum operation conditions was
found to be in accordance with the expected value predicted by the model, showing that
the model was well fitted to the experimental data and thus describing accurately the
studied region. Furthermore, it is important to note that this production was obtained in a
one-stage process, thus this study can be as the preliminary study before process
development of FOS.It can be concluded that, phytoenzymes of pineapple waste is
possible to be used in enzymatic reaction for the FOS production due to low cost,
worldwide abundance and high content of sucrose. Thus, environmentally polluting byproducts can be changed into products with a higher commercial value than the main
product.
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